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Watch Video Ben 10 Omniverse English Subbed Dubbed Free Online.Q: Why doesn't std::make_pair() take T& as the first parameter? I'm currently in the process of porting our project from GCC to Visual Studio and I've been struggling with some strange errors. We're using the std::map
implementation from the STL. It seems that Visual Studio's implementation of std::map is a little different from GCC's implementation. I have confirmed that VC++ does not provide the gcc::make_pair() function I found to easily make pairs from std::pair. I would like to make sure that the
function I'm using is the correct way to make a pair from two values. GCC's version of std::make_pair is as follows: struct make_pair { template static std::pair make_pair( const T& x, const U& y ); }; The equivalent Visual Studio implementation looks like this: template std::pair make_pair(const
_Ty1 &, const _Ty2 &); Both of these work perfectly well to make pairs. What bothers me is that VC++ uses the reference operator & to denote the second parameter as opposed to the pointer operator & in GCC. I'm able to easily fix this by changing the first parameter from T& to T* but that
leads to another problem. The problem is that, when I attempt to std::make_pair (where each parameter is int), I get an error telling me that 'std::pair' : members of template argument list are inaccessable due to 'overload resolution'. I suppose that gcc determines the type of the template
arguments on the definition of the template and VC++ does it at the instantiation of the template. Does anyone know if that is the case? Thanks.
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